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Bio:
Ron White graduated from the 1st High School Drama Institute at the Catholic University of 
Washington DC and then continued his education with accredited private tutors.

After touring the East Coast, he came to Europe as Hud on the European Tour of the musical 
„Hair“ and decided to stay. A decision he never regretted to this day.

Born for the stage, the artist casts a spell over his audience and gives his listeners unforgettable 
moments. As a songwriter, he also spreads strong emotions with his music. There is always a 
glimmer of hope in the artist's songs, even when the piece is about a breakup.

Ron White White celebrated his European TV premiere on Tele 5, where he sang a cover of „Fly 
Like An Eagle“.

Ron White appears at all major events such as the „Federal Press Ball“ and the leading trade fairs, 
as well as at elite private events and has toured throughout Europe on numerous club tours.

Ron White wrote lyrics for a song titled "The Game“ and donated all proceeds to the Children's 
Cancer Organization. He also gave his voice to inspire and promote the Cologne Rwanda Project - 
Song for Ruanda”.

Writing for the young American group “4 the Cause”, which was released worldwide, started Ron 
White`s successful songwriting career.

The artist also began singing in German and hit the charts with Season 1 Big Brother star Verena.

He sang back vocals for Thomas Anders, Enrique Iglesias and Michael Bolton to name a few. Ron 
White also appeared on “The Voice of Germany”.



Publications:

4 The Cause (Stand By Me)
Risquee
Music and Me 
Get You Ready 
DON’T STOP
Guantanamera RMX 2020
Baila Conmigo
Someone True
Ten Feet Tall
Stevie Wonder
Play Me
Rawa Blues 
City Jam (Compilation)
Cologne Ruanda Project 
What’s up 
Keep on Running 
Heartache 
Cologne for Kids 
Fly Like an Eagle


